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Abstract 31 

Sea ice plays a pivotal role in Earth’s climate and its past reconstruction is crucial to 32 

investigate the connections and feedbacks with the other components of the climate system. 33 

Among the available archives that store information of past sea ice are marine and ice cores. 34 

Recent studies on the IP25 biomarker extracted from marine sediments has shown great skill 35 

to infer past changes of Arctic sea ice. In ice matrixes, sodium, bromine and iodine have 36 

shown potential to store the fingerprint of sea ice presence. The development of an 37 

unambiguous sea ice proxy from ice cores, however, has proven to be a challenging task 38 

especially in the Arctic realm.  39 

In this work we analyze the sodium, bromine and iodine records in the RECAP ice core, 40 

coastal eastern Greenland, to investigate the sea ice variability in the northern North Atlantic 41 

Ocean through the last 11,000 years of the current interglacial, i.e. the Holocene. We 42 

compare the RECAP records with marine sea ice proxy records available from the northern 43 

North Atlantic.  44 
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We suggest that RECAP sodium concentrations are associated with variability of sea ice 45 

extent, while the bromine-to-sodium ratios and iodine are associated respectively with 46 

seasonal sea ice and bioproductivity from open ocean and fresh sea ice surfaces.  47 

According to our interpretation, we find that sea ice was at its lowest extent and seasonal in 48 

nature during the early Holocene in all regions of the North Atlantic. Increasing sea ice 49 

signals are seen ca. 8-9 ka b2k, in line with long-term Holocene cooling. The increasing sea 50 

ice trend appears uninterrupted in the Fram Strait and North Iceland while reaching a 51 

maximum ca. 5 ka b2k in the East Greenland region. Sea ice modifications during the last 52 

5,000 years display great variability in East Greenland with intermediate conditions between 53 

the early and mid Holocene, possibly associated with local fjord dynamics. The last sea ice 54 

maximum was reached across all regions 1,000 years b2k.  55 

1. Introduction 56 

 57 

Sea ice reconstructions provide a long-term perspective for understanding the reductions of 58 

Arctic sea ice observed in the most recent decades (e.g. Comiso et al., 2008; Stroeve et al., 59 

2007, 2012; Screen and Simmonds, 2010), as well as understanding the interactive role of sea 60 

ice in the coupled climate system. This is especially important for the northern North Atlantic 61 

region including the Nordic Seas, a complex region where warm, saline Atlantic water flows 62 

northward into the Arctic basin, and where sea ice and cold, fresher Arctic water is exported 63 

toward the Atlantic Ocean via the East Greenland Current (EGC), the largest sea ice and 64 

freshwater pathway in the Earth system (Hopkins, 1991). Sea ice variability in the northern 65 

North Atlantic is both an indicator and active agent of climate change, on regional and global 66 

scales. On the one hand, Atlantic Water in the northward-flowing boundary current can cause 67 

rapid warming and sea ice reductions in the Arctic margins near Svalbard (Lind et al., 2018); 68 

on the other hand, changes in sea ice in the EGC and Nordic Seas can lead to abrupt cold 69 

excursions (Miles et al., 2020). 70 

Classic sea ice proxies from marine sediment cores, e.g. ice rafted debris (IRD), provide 71 

indirect evidence for sea ice occurrence (Stein et al., 2012). Recent advances have been made 72 

in the development of new proxies to reconstruct sea ice in the northern North Atlantic, 73 

notably the sea ice proxy biomarker IP25 (Belt et al., 2007; Müller et al., 2011). Despite this 74 

progress, extracting a sea ice signature is often challenging and different proxies do not 75 

always agree (Stein et al., 2012; Belt and Müller, 2013; Belt, 2018, 2019). Moreover, marine 76 

sediment records often have low temporal resolution and substantial inherent dating 77 

uncertainties. Developing high-resolution, accurately-dated sea ice proxies is therefore a high 78 

priority goal of the Arctic paleoclimate community interested in reconstructing the past 79 

variability of sea ice, and understanding its role in the coupled climate system.  80 

A complementary source of insight into sea ice variability with higher resolution and smaller 81 

dating uncertainties is offered by polar ice cores. Thus far, the development of unambiguous 82 

sea ice proxies from ice core records has proven to be a complex task. Sodium is associated 83 

with sea ice variability, especially in Antarctica (Wolff et al., 2006), whereas in the Arctic it 84 

is more often associated with modifications in the atmospheric forcing driving sea salt inputs 85 

from the open ocean (Rhodes et al., 2018). More recently, the presence of bromine and iodine 86 
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in ice cores have been suggested as indicators of sea ice. Particularly, the departure of 87 

bromine with respect to its expected abundance in sea water, known as “bromine enrichment” 88 

(Brenr), have shown potential as marker of past sea ice conditions in the aerosol source region, 89 

especially as an indicator of the newly formed sea ice areas, i.e., first-year (seasonal) ice. 90 

Brenr in Greenland ice cores is believed to reflect major changes in sea ice associated with 91 

glacial–interglacial transitions (Spolaor et al., 2016a; Maffezzoli et al., 2019; Vallelonga et 92 

al., 2021), as well as across Dansgaard–Oeschger climate transitions (Sadatzki et al., 2020). 93 

However, this potential has yet to be fully demonstrated. Open questions regarding chemical 94 

processes still remain, and the skill at detecting lower magnitude fluctuations across shorter 95 

timescales have not been extensively investigated. Ice core iodine has been associated with 96 

emissions from both open water and sea ice algae (Corella et al., 2019); incorporating 97 

information from this halogen element could therefore provide additional second-order 98 

evidence for past sea ice presence. 99 

In contrast to the glacial millennial-scale climate variability and glacial–interglacial 100 

transitions, the Holocene climate is considered to be relatively stable and exhibits lower 101 

amplitude variability. The general development includes an early Holocene Climatic 102 

Optimum (HCO) with reduced sea ice, and a gradual transition to a mid Holocene 103 

deterioration (Neoglacial cooling), following the orbitally controlled insolation changes (e.g. 104 

Müller et al., 2012; Stranne et al., 2014). However, time-transgressive regional differences 105 

are apparent in several proxy records from marine sediments (Moros et al., 2006). Moreover, 106 

on suborbital time scales, temporal variability including abrupt changes within the Holocene 107 

is apparent in many records from the Nordic Seas, reflecting aspects of climate system 108 

dynamics – from internal interactions (Miles et al., 2020) and/or external forcing, e.g., 109 

volcanism (Miller et al., 2012). The question is whether and how such sea ice variability is 110 

recorded in the sea ice proxy records from Greenland ice cores. 111 

Here, we investigate Holocene sea ice conditions in the northern North Atlantic based on the 112 

sodium, bromine enrichment and iodine records extracted from the RECAP (REnland ice 113 

CAP) ice core, located in coastal East Greenland, in comparison with marine sediment-based 114 

proxy records from the northern North Atlantic (Fig. 1). Because of its location, the Renland 115 

record should be sensitive to ocean processes and sea ice dynamics in its source area east of 116 

Greenland (Cuevas et al., 2018; Maffezzoli et al., 2019), a wide portion of the northern North 117 

Atlantic Ocean that includes multiple sediment records. 118 

Both sea ice distribution and climate in and around the North Atlantic is strongly influenced 119 

by oceanography. As the warm salty Atlantic Water flows northward in the eastern 120 

Norwegian Sea, heat is gradually lost to the atmosphere. In the Fram Strait, the Atlantic 121 

Water submerges, and a part of it enters the Arctic Ocean; however, most recirculates in the 122 

Fram Strait and modified Atlantic Water flows southwards, subsurface, in the western Nordic 123 

Seas as the Return Atlantic Current (Mauritzen, 1996). Fresh, cold polar surface water and 124 

sea ice flows southwards from the Arctic Ocean via the EGC. In addition to these main 125 

current pathways, a fraction of Atlantic Water crosses the Greenland Scotland Ridge west of 126 

Iceland, through the Irminger Current, bending eastwards into the North Iceland Irminger 127 

Current (Fig. 1). 128 
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Through the Holocene, the EGC flow speed is suggested to be strongly controlled by the 129 

Atlantic inflow to the Nordic Seas, associated with how the Return Atlantic Current feeds 130 

into the EGC (McCave and Andrews, 2019). Hence, when setting the northern North Atlantic 131 

Holocene sea ice history in a climatic context, conditions of inflow and outflow regions of the 132 

Nordic Seas are both important.  133 

Although marine aerosols reaching the Renland site are expected to be sourced from the 134 

northern North Atlantic, vast portions of sea ice found in the North Atlantic Ocean are 135 

nowadays created in the Arctic Ocean and eventually carried out from the Arctic basin 136 

through the Fram Strait via the Transpolar Drift (Supplementary Animation). As a result, 137 

although the sea ice chemical signature in the RECAP core is created in the North Atlantic, a 138 

sea ice reconstruction from the RECAP records is expected to represent a combination of sea 139 

ice formed in situ and Arctic Ocean sea ice export. Throughout the review we will adopt a 140 

‘North Atlantic sea ice’ terminology but we note that such sea ice may also incorporate an 141 

Arctic fingerprint.  142 

  143 

Here, we aim to: 144 

1. Present and discuss the present knowledge on the use of sea ice proxies from ice and 145 

marine cores. 146 

2. Present  the Holocene Na, Brenr and I records from the RECAP ice core (Renland ice 147 

cap, coastal East Greenland) and compare them with sea ice proxies derived from 148 

marine sediment cores, in order to assess the suitability of the RECAP sea ice proxies 149 

for reconstructing Holocene sea ice variability in the northern North Atlantic. 150 

3. Produce a comprehensive synthesis of Holocene sea ice proxy reconstructions derived 151 

from marine cores focused on the northern North Atlantic, ensuring these are based 152 

upon comparable age models and sea ice proxy types. 153 

4. Discuss the Holocene sea ice history, as seen from ice and marine sediment cores, 154 

relative to the Holocene climate development in the northern North Atlantic. 155 

 156 

2. Sea ice proxies 157 

2.1 Sea ice proxies from ice cores  158 

Over the last two decades a substantial effort has been devoted to the development and the 159 

understanding of sea ice proxies from ice core records. We briefly introduce here, with a 160 

historical perspective and a primary focus on Greenland and the Arctic, the basic concepts 161 

behind the use of sodium, bromine and iodine in ice cores and discuss to which extent their 162 

quantification can provide information of past sea ice presence in the ice core source region. 163 

This section does not provide a full and exhaustive description of such markers, but rather 164 

presents the key aspects behind their interpretation in ice records. For a more in-depth 165 

analysis of sodium as a sea ice marker, see the review of Abram et al. (2013). Bromine and 166 

iodine are discussed as sea ice proxies in Vallelonga et al. (2021) and with a focus on 167 

atmospheric processes in Simpson et al. (2007) and Saiz-Lopez et al. (2012). The records that 168 
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are presented in this section serve the purpose of describing the progression in their 169 

knowledge in ice records and are not exhaustive. Specific records will be presented in Section 170 

4. 171 

2.1.1 Sea salt sodium  172 

Sea spray aerosols are generated from bubble bursting over the ocean surfaces. A fraction of 173 

the sea salt oceanic input is eventually deposited onto polar ice caps and ice sheets. Among 174 

the markers of sea salt aerosols that have been routinely measured in ice core records, sodium 175 

is the preferred one, primarily due to the fact that, unlike chlorine, it does not undergo major 176 

chemical transformations after being emitted in the atmosphere (Legrand and Mayewski, 177 

1997). Besides the marine origin, representing the majority of its signal, sodium has a minor 178 

contribution from mineral dust. The sodium crustal signature can be calculated using another 179 

element of crustal origin and its ratio with sodium within the dust source (Legrand and 180 

Delmas 1988; Wolff et al., 2010). At polar latitudes, this contribution equals a few percent 181 

during warm interglacial periods but may increase to up to ca. 30% during cold glacial 182 

periods (e.g. Maffezzoli et al., 2019).  183 

Sodium records in ice cores have been associated with changes in atmospheric circulation 184 

and wind circulation patterns. In the GISP2 ice core, from Summit (Greenland), the sodium 185 

Holocene record has been associated with the modifications of the north polar vortex and 186 

consequent meridional circulation, responsible for bringing sea salt species to Summit 187 

(O’Brien et al. 1995). Building on this association, Dawson et al. (2003) suggest the GISP2 188 

sodium time series is influenced by the North Atlantic seesaw and illustrated by its 189 

association with temporal changes in Iceland low pressure during winter (Meeker and 190 

Mayewski, 2002). This GISP2 record is the only complete Holocene sodium record available 191 

at present.  192 

The association between the Summit sodium concentrations and past atmospheric 193 

modifications and North Atlantic ’storminess’ changes across the Holocene was later 194 

challenged by a fundamental finding: the source of sodium was not only the ocean, but also 195 

sea ice. This advancement of knowledge was made possible, in particular, by studies in 196 

coastal Antarctica. By noting that sodium seasonality showed winter-spring maxima and that 197 

there was a sulphate fractionation (Wagenbach et al., 1998), it was suggested that sea ice 198 

could be a possible contributor, although no consistent link between sea ice extent and sea 199 

salt loadings was evident from the records (Weller et al., 2011). Originally, the sources and 200 

the emission mechanisms were not clear, and frost flowers on sea ice were proposed as the 201 

main saline formations responsible for such sea ice sodium inputs (Rankin et al., 2002). More 202 

recently, model studies (Yang et al., 2008; Huang and Jaeglè, 2017; Huang et al., 2020), and 203 

field campaigns (Frey, et al., 2020) have shown that the saline snow layer on fresh sea ice 204 

surfaces, known as blowing snow, is the main substrate for sea salt aerosols inputs at polar 205 

latitudes, with possible marginal contributions from frost flowers.  206 

While the importance of sea ice as a source for ice core sodium was recognized, the question 207 

as to whether the main source of sodium was sea ice or the ocean was soon raised. If in 208 
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coastal Antarctica, the seasonal sodium peak during winter led to the conclusion that sea ice 209 

may represent the major source of sea-salt aerosol (Rankin and Wolff, 2003), despite winds 210 

being also stronger in that season, in Greenland it is generally more difficult to distinguish the 211 

relative contribution of open water and sea ice inputs to the final measured sodium 212 

concentrations. Differences between Arctic and Antarctic sea ice also pertain to the 213 

geographical setting and sea ice age distribution. Antarctic ice expands radially from the 214 

continent and is mostly seasonal (Nghiem et al., 2016), while Arctic sea ice can persist for 215 

more than one season (multiyear sea ice, MYSI) and grows in a more complex environment 216 

constrained by continental land. As a result, the interpretation of Arctic ice core sodium 217 

records has proven more challenging and site-dependent (Rhodes et al., 2018). Recent efforts 218 

have thus been directed at quantifying the relative importance of open water and sea ice as 219 

per the observed sodium signals and to understand which sites would be more suitable for 220 

Arctic sea ice reconstructions from sodium records in Greenland (Rhodes et al., 2018). 221 

According to model investigations, at NEEM, sea ice-related processes in the Baffin Bay and 222 

Canadian Arctic account nowadays for up to 50% of the sea salt aerosol inputs during 223 

wintertime, the other 50% being attributed to open water sea spray emissions from the North 224 

Atlantic Ocean, believed to be the source of marine aerosols (Fischer et al., 2007; Supp. Fig. 225 

2 in Schüpbach et al., 2018). The sea ice related contribution is, however, expected to be 226 

greater during the glacial period. To infer past changes of the atmospheric sodium loading 227 

using the ice concentrations in the NEEM core, it was attempted to calculate the sodium air 228 

concentrations extending back 130,000 years to the Eemian period (Schüpbach et al., 2018). 229 

This step is necessary when the snow accumulation varies greatly across the investigated 230 

period, making neither the ice concentration nor the air-to-snow depositional flux parameters 231 

linearly linked to the air concentration, which is ultimately the variable of climatic 232 

significance. The calculation of the air concentration requires the knowledge of parameters 233 

like the dry deposition velocity, the snow (or rain, or both) scavenging factor and the 234 

atmospheric residence time, as well as a deposition model. Based on the Fischer et al. (2015) 235 

model, Schüpbach et al. (2018) estimated the sodium air concentration at NEEM, and found 236 

an increase in atmospheric sea salt aerosol during colder periods by only a factor of about 1.5. 237 

They attributed such cold period increases to a net expansion of sea ice surfaces, despite the 238 

concurrent growing multi-year sea ice that would reduce sodium emissions. Due to poor 239 

knowledge of the model parameters consequently affecting the reconstructed sodium air 240 

concentrations, however, no further robust conclusions could be drawn.  241 

The importance of sea ice as a source of sea salt aerosol has been increasingly recognized 242 

since the pioneering interpretations of Greenland sodium records based solely on circulation 243 

changes. Further studies, however, are still needed to more accurately assess the relative 244 

importance of sea ice and open water as sources for this marker in Arctic ice cores, as well as 245 

the importance of past changes in atmospheric transport processes.  246 

2.1.2 Bromine and bromine enrichment factor 247 

Similar to sodium, the main sources of bromine are sea salt aerosol emissions from open 248 

waters as well as sea ice, despite the emission mechanisms from the latter being different. 249 
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During springtime, a series of heterogeneous reactions involving saline and halide-rich 250 

substrates present over or in fresh sea ice lead to an exponential increase of gas-phase 251 

bromine, which can in turn be redeposited, triggering further bromine release (Abbatt et al., 252 

2012). This cycle of catalytic reactions, which require sunlight, are known as ‘bromine 253 

explosions’ and were  discovered in association with Ozone Depletion Events during the 254 

Arctic sunrise (Barrie et al., 1988). The regional link between bromine explosions and fresh 255 

sea ice was later evidenced by satellite-based measurements of gas phase BrO (e.g. 256 

Schönhardt et al., 2012).  257 

With the aim of isolating the sea ice signal from that of open waters in ice core records, the 258 

bromine enrichment adimensional factor (hereafter Brenr) was introduced (Spolaor et al., 259 

2014). In any ice sample, it is calculated by taking the ratio of bromine and sodium 260 

concentrations, then normalized by the same ratio in seawater (0.0062, Millero et al., 2008), 261 

assumed constant in time and space (Eq. 1): 262 

Brenr = (Br/Na)ice /  (Br/Na)seawater, with  (Br/Na)seawater = 0.0062                                      (Eq. 1) 263 

Equivalently, the non-sea-salt bromine concentrations (nssBr) can be calculated as the 264 

difference between the bromine content and the expected content from purely marine (non-265 

sea ice) emissions (Eq. 2):  266 

nssBr = Br - Na * (Br/Na)seawater                                                                                         (Eq. 267 

2) 268 

While Brenr is adimensional, nssBr is a concentration and therefore more closely dependent 269 

on accumulation changes.  270 

Building on these premises, bromine and especially Brenr in both Arctic and Antarctic ice 271 

records have been investigated as potential markers of seasonal sea ice (hereafter also 272 

referred to as first-year sea ice, FYSI). Annual studies both in the Arctic (Spolaor et al., 2014) 273 

and Antarctica (Maffezzoli et al., 2017) show that, as expected, the higher Brenr snow strata 274 

are deposited during the spring and summer seasons, the period of maximum combination of 275 

seasonal sea ice extent and solar radiation. Over decadal and centennial timescales, attempts 276 

have been made to link Brenr records with the few existing sea ice historical observations and 277 

satellite records in the Arctic (Spolaor et al., 2013; Spolaor et al., 2016b; Maselli et al., 2017) 278 

and Antarctic (Vallelonga et al., 2017) domains. Significant but generally weak correlations 279 

were found. Over glacial-interglacial time scales, Brenr values have been associated with 280 

modifications in the type of sea ice present in the source regions, with greater Brenr values 281 

believed to indicate more extensive FYSI, and lower values believed to indicate either aged 282 

and thick multi year sea ice (Spolaor et al., 2016a) or open water conditions (Maffezzoli et 283 

al., 2019). This dualism provides a challenge when considering a source region with mixed 284 

sea ice and open water conditions, as is the case of the North Atlantic, the source region for 285 

aerosols to the Renland site. Today, the Renland source area is dominated by open waters. 286 

The sea ice surfaces consist of both locally grown seasonal sea ice and multi year ice 287 

exported southwards from the Arctic Ocean along the East Greenland coasts (Supplementary 288 
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Animation).  289 

Besides the challenge represented by the suggested dual nature of Brenr, a number of basic 290 

fundamental questions regarding the use of bromine as a sea ice marker are still being 291 

investigated. These can be grouped into three categories: activation, transport and post 292 

deposition effects. On this topic, we refer the readers to Maffezzoli et al. (2019, main text and 293 

Appendix), for a more in depth discussion.  294 

2.1.3 Iodine 295 

Due to low concentrations in polar snow providing experimental challenges, iodine records 296 

from ice cores have only recently started to become more widely available. Oceanic micro 297 

and macro algae are the main source of atmospheric iodine species, in the form of both 298 

inorganic and organic compounds (Saiz-Lopez et al., 2012; Prados-Roman et al., 2015). A 299 

secondary source of iodine is represented by sea ice, especially the thin ice, which allows the 300 

permeation of light and consequently life of diatoms living within or below the sea ice 301 

surface (Saiz-Lopez et al., 2015). Biologically produced iodine compounds from sea ice algae 302 

can therefore be transported through the porous sea ice matrix and emitted into the overlying 303 

polar atmosphere (Saiz-Lopez et al., 2015). High iodine air concentrations have been detected 304 

from satellites above the high porosity Antarctic sea ice in the Weddell Sea (Atkinson et al., 305 

2012), while lower iodine levels have been found over Arctic sea ice (Schönhardt et al., 2008; 306 

2012). This polar asymmetry, referred to as the ‘polar iodine paradox’ (Saiz-Lopez and 307 

Blaszczak-Boxe, 2016), is suggested to be due to Arctic sea ice often being thicker than its 308 

Antarctic counterpart, preventing enough light permeation to sustain high biologic activity 309 

beneath its surfaces. Unexpectedly, early ice core seasonal investigations have shown higher 310 

iodine concentrations in the winter strata (Spolaor et al., 2014), opposite to the timing of the 311 

algal bloom, evidenced from maximum IO concentrations reported during spring and summer 312 

seasons from satellite sensors (Schönhardt et al., 2008). Laboratory and field measurements 313 

have confirmed that iodine is photochemically activated (Kim et al., 2016; Gálvez et al., 314 

2016; Spolaor et al., 2019) from the snowpack after deposition during the spring-summer 315 

period, leaving higher concentrations in winter ice core strata (Raso et al., 2017). However, if 316 

assuming constant loss from the snowpack over the investigated period, iodine time series 317 

from ice cores could still provide a record of open ocean and sea ice biological activity in the 318 

source region. On this assumption, the Holocene iodine record from the Renland ice core in 319 

eastern Greenland has been associated with marine oceanic productivity in the northern North 320 

Atlantic, secondarily modulated by sea ice changes (Corella et al., 2019).  321 

 322 

2.2 Sea ice proxies from marine sediment cores 323 

Over the last decades, substantial progress has been made in the development and the 324 

understanding of sea ice proxies from marine sediment records. We briefly introduce here the 325 

two specific sea ice proxies that we compare the RECAP ice core records with: IP25 and 326 

%quartz. 327 

Using biomarkers such as IP25, a mono-unsaturated highly branched isoprenoid (HBI) alkene 328 
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seasonally produced by diatoms living in the sea ice, Brown et al. (2014) provides a rather 329 

new but well documented method for reconstructing past locations of the Arctic sea ice 330 

margin (e.g. Belt et al., 2007; 2015; Belt, 2019; Stein et al., 2017). The approach based on 331 

biomarkers represents the state-of-the-art and offers the most direct sea ice proxy available 332 

for this area. The presence of IP25 in Arctic marine sediment reflects the presence of seasonal 333 

sea ice over the site at the time of sediment deposition (Kolling et al., 2020). Similar to the 334 

Brenr ice core counterpart, the absence of IP25 in the sediment can reflect either a permanent 335 

sea ice cover or open water conditions at the site (Müller et al., 2009; Stein et al., 2012; Belt 336 

and Müller, 2013; Belt, 2018). By simultaneously analyzing IP25 and a phytoplankton 337 

biomarker, the latter indicating open water conditions (e.g. brassicasterol, dinosterol, HBI-338 

III), the PIP25 index can be calculated, providing a semi-quantitative sea ice estimate (Müller 339 

et al., 2011; Fahl and Stein, 2012; Belt et al., 2015; Berben et al., 2017; Stein et al., 2017; 340 

Belt, 2019).  341 

  342 

Lithic indicators of sea ice such as ice-rafted debris and the presence of specific minerals can 343 

be used to infer sea ice. Quartz is considered an allochthonous mineral in the vicinity of the 344 

Iceland shelf (Moros et al., 2006). An increased relative quartz content is therefore 345 

considered indicative of increased transport of ‘drift ice’, a mix of first year, multiyear and 346 

icebergs, to this area. The concept of using %Quartz as an indicator of sea ice for the Iceland 347 

shelf area has been validated against historical sea ice data (Moros et al., 2006). 348 

 349 

There are also other, indirect proxy indicators of sea ice, including biogenic tracers of sea ice 350 

such as diatoms and dinoflaggelate cysts, as well as biogenic indicators of sea ice-free 351 

conditions, such as coccoliths and foraminifera (e.g., de Vernal et al., 2013). However, in this 352 

paper we restrict our comparison to marine sediment core proxy records based on IP25 (PIP25) 353 

and quartz. 354 

 355 

3 Approach and methods 356 

The RECAP ice core from the Renland ice cap in coastal East Greenland (71° 18’ 18" N; 26° 357 

43’ 24" W; 2315 m above sea level, Fig. 1) was drilled in summer 2015. Here, we present the 358 

Holocene RECAP records of all the chemical markers that are considered to carry 359 

information on sea ice variability: sodium, bromine and iodine. The sodium and bromine 360 

records for the last glacial cycle have been presented by Maffezzoli et al. (2019), while 361 

Corella et al. (2019) have specifically considered the Holocene iodine record. For the details 362 

on the experimental methodology, we refer the readers to these two papers. Here, all the 363 

considered records consist of a total of 940 ice sample measurements at 55 cm resolution 364 

which comprise the 530 m depth range of the Holocene period. Due to the extreme thinning 365 

of the Renland ice cap, the time resolution varies greatly across the Holocene, from annual in 366 

the top section, decreasing to ca. 30 years at 5 ka b2k and to ca. 350 years at 11.3 ka b2k. The 367 

chronological framework is established by Simonsen et al. (2019). In 1988, another ice core 368 

was drilled at Renland, a few hundred meters away from the 2015 drilling site. Records from 369 

the 1988 core provide information from 10 to 120 kyr (Hansson, 1994). Hence, the 2015 370 

RECAP core provides the only continuous Holocene record from east Greenland. The annual 371 
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accumulation rate at the coastal Renland site is much greater than that on the continental 372 

Greenland plateau. Investigations of the 1988 and 2015 cores (Hansson, 1994; Corella et al., 373 

2019; Hughes et al., 2020) suggest an average Holocene annual accumulation rate of ca. 500 374 

kg m-2 yr-1. We therefore suggest that wet deposition is the main deposition mechanism at this 375 

site and hence the ice concentrations, and not the air-to-snow fluxes, should be considered the 376 

variables linearly related to the atmospheric loading.  377 

 378 

The source area for marine aerosols influencing the RECAP ice core was investigated by 379 

Maffezzoli et al. (2019) by performing an atmospheric reanalysis for the recent period (2000-380 

2016). Among the whole batch of computed 72 hour back trajectories, the authors only 381 

considered those that crossed the marine boundary layer (MBL, defined as the 900 hPa 382 

isosurface) for at least 10 hours and computed the spatial distribution of such trajectory 383 

endpoints. They concluded that 75% of the signal originates from the North Atlantic realm, 384 

50-85°N (Fig. 1). Although such a method suffers from a known central-tendency bias 385 

towards the core site, the ocean regions closer to Renland are indeed expected to be more 386 

significant. Recent works on halogen records have shown that, due to its coastal location, the 387 

RECAP site is sensitive to ocean-related processes from the northern North Atlantic Ocean 388 

(Cuevas et al., 2018; Corella et al., 2019).  389 

 390 

The RECAP core source area encompasses several regions where marine sediment records 391 

have been extracted, and where information exists on past sea ice and ocean conditions: the 392 

North Icelandic shelf, the East Greenland shelf, the Norwegian Sea and the Fram Strait (Fig. 393 

1). To assess the skills and limits of bromine, sodium and iodine as sea ice markers, we 394 

compare the RECAP records with the state-of-the-art knowledge about the Holocene sea ice 395 

history as documented by records of established sea ice markers (IP25 and %quartz) from 396 

marine cores located within the RECAP source area (Fig. 1). Combined, the ice core and 397 

marine core sea ice reconstructions provide an integrated overview of the Holocene sea ice 398 

history for the Fram Strait area, the East Greenland margin and north of Iceland. This 399 

approach is not exclusive, and other strategies should be also pursued, most notably the 400 

development of transfer functions based on ice core chemical records and satellite-based sea 401 

ice observations. Such approaches are, however, beyond the scope of this paper. The changes 402 

in regional sea ice distribution inferred from the RECAP and the marine sediment records 403 

will be also discussed in context of the Holocene climatic and oceanographic development of 404 

the Nordic Seas realm.  405 

 406 

To facilitate the comparison between the synthesised marine records and the RECAP records, 407 

all age models of the marine sediment cores that were originally based on older versions of 408 

the marine calibration dataset, have been updated using Marine13 (Reimer et al., 2013). We 409 

are aware about the new Marine20 calibration dataset, however, this new calibration dataset 410 

is not intended, or suitable, for calibration in polar regions (Heaton et al., 2020).  Calib 7.1 411 

(Stuiver and Reimer, 1993) was used to calibrate the radiocarbon dates to calendar ages, 412 

using a ∆R value of 0±0 Table A.1). Core top ages were set to the year of coring. Ages are 413 

calculated by linear interpolation between dated tie points. This approach accounts for 414 

MD99-2269 (Stoner et al., 2007), MSM5/5-712-2 (Müller et al., 2012) and MSM5/5-723-2 415 
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(Müller et al., 2012). For MD99-2269, the age model follows Tabel 3 in Stoner et al. (2007), 416 

presenting a combined age model for MD99-2269 and MD99-2322, where the two cores are 417 

set at a common depth scale based on extensive radiocarbon dating of both cores and a 418 

further correlation of paleomagnetic secular variations. For site PS2641, we use the age 419 

model as published by Perner et al. (2015) and used by Kolling et al. (2017) but presented as 420 

b2k rather than before 1950 (BP). The PS2641 dataset published by Müller et al. (2012) has 421 

been updated to the Perner et al. (2015) chronology. Since Perner et al. (2015) and Kolling et 422 

al. (2017) only focus on the last 6000 years, the oldest dates from Müller et al. (2012) have 423 

been updated following the same approach as above. The age model for MD99-2272 is used 424 

as published by Xiao et al. (2017), solely based on identified tephra horizons. All ages of 425 

marine data are given as years before 2000 (b2k), as for the RECAP records. 426 

 427 

 428 

 429 

Figure 1. Northern North Atlantic Ocean region map with all the investigated cores. The 430 

RECAP core is indicated with a star. The underlying distribution is the annual averaged 431 

2000-2016 RECAP source region of marine aerosols, calculated from back trajectory 432 

crossings in the marine boundary layer (MBL), following the method described in Maffezzoli 433 

et al. (2019). The magenta solid and dashed lines indicate the 1981-2010 median sea ice 434 

extent in March and September respectively (data from NSIDC, Fetterer et al., 2017). The 435 

main warm and cold currents are indicated respectively with red and blue colors. ‘NAC’: 436 

North Atlantic Current; ‘NwAC’: Norwegian Atlantic Current; ‘WSC’: West Spitsbergen 437 

Current; ‘IC’: Irminger Current; ‘ECG’: East Greenland Current.  438 

 439 
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4. Results and discussion 440 

The sodium concentrations measured in the RECAP core have been, on average, 17 ± 4 (1σ) 441 

ppb for the last 10 ka (Fig. 2). The lowest values, 10 ppb, are found during the Early 442 

Holocene, particularly before 8-9 ka b2k. Hereafter, sodium levels have increased almost 443 

uninterruptedly until a broad maximum at ca. 5.5 ka b2k. Following mid-Holocene maximum 444 

concentrations of 25 ppb, sodium concentrations decrease again to minimum values of 10 ppb 445 

at ca. 3.8 ka b2k. Generally low to below-average Na concentrations are observed from 3.8 to 446 

2 ka b2k, after which they have risen to moderate to high values for the last 2,000 years, in 447 

association with increased variability. Compared to sodium, bromine concentrations show 448 

lower variability. As a result, the low frequency trend of Brenr (and nssBr) is mostly driven by 449 

and mimics the sodium signal, with high Brenr values during periods of low Na concentrations 450 

and low Brenr values during periods of high Na concentrations.  451 

The iodine record has been discussed in Corella et al. (2019) and shows high concentration 452 

values (on average 0.04 ppb) during the Early Holocene up until ca. 6 ka b2k, followed by an 453 

evident decrease to generally low and more variable values reported from the remaining part 454 

of the Holocene (Fig. 2).  455 

When presenting and discussing the datasets, we focus on four different time periods:  456 

approximately 10 to 5.5 ka b2k (Sect. 4.1); approximately 5.5 to 3.8  ka b2k (Sect. 4.2); 3.8 to 457 

1 ka b2k (Sect. 4.3); and the last 1 ka b2k (Sect. 4.4). Such division is primarily but not solely 458 

based on the described changes seen in the RECAP sodium and Brenr records. The last 1,000 459 

years are discussed in a dedicated section (Sect. 4.4) since several marine sediment studies 460 

are available for this period. For each time interval we will first present and discuss the new 461 

RECAP data, followed by a discussion of the results in context of marine sea ice proxy 462 

information and of Holocene climate and oceanography. 463 

4.1 From approximately 10 to 5.5 ka b2k 464 

The RECAP sodium concentration record displays some of the lowest values of the entire 465 

interglacial, ~10 ppb, from ca. 11 to ca. 8-9 ka b2k (Fig. 2c). Early Holocene bromine 466 

concentrations were ~0.4 ppb, slightly above Holocene average, and remained stable for over 467 

four millennia (Fig. 2b). As a result, centennial-averaged Brenr values during the early 468 

Holocene were some of the highest of the entire Holocene, ~6-8, and remained within 1σ 469 

until ca. 10 ka b2k, after which they start to decrease (Fig. 2d).  470 

 471 

At present, Renland surface snow is affected by summer melting. The question as to whether 472 

summer melting affects the preservation of sodium and bromine should be addressed, 473 

especially during the early Holocene when air temperatures and insolation were at their 474 

maximum. Sodium is known to percolate towards deeper snow strata. The high annual layer 475 

thickness at Renland (55 cm of ice equivalent), however, would suggest that any 476 

remobilization would only affect the sodium variability on annual scales. Open questions still 477 

challenge the preservation of snowpack bromine and iodine, and specifically whether they are 478 

photolitically reactivated. Similar to sodium, we suggest that the high accumulation at the 479 

Renland site prevents effective loss from the photic zone of the snowpack at the timescales 480 

considered in this work. Seasonal or subseasonal records of halogens at Renland, however, 481 
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could still be affected by summer melting and photolytic reemission. 482 

  483 

We suggest that the high RECAP Brenr values and non-sea-salt bromine concentrations 484 

around 10 ka reflect enhanced bromine explosions from seasonal sea ice surfaces in the North 485 

Atlantic, as compared to other periods of the Holocene (Fig. 2). Recent works have 486 

hypothesised that Brenr is linked to enhanced seasonal sea ice conditions (e.g. Spolaor et al., 487 

2016a), while sodium concentrations have been associated with increased sea ice conditions 488 

(Schüpbach et al., 2018) and/or sea spray inputs from open waters (e.g. Mayewski et al., 489 

1994), facilitated during periods of favorable, or stronger, atmospheric circulation patterns 490 

bringing sea spray to the ice core site (Sect. 2.1.1). The only other existing and complete sea 491 

salt Holocene record from Greenland is from the inland GISP2 ice core (Fig. 2c), retrieved at 492 

Summit. Unlike RECAP, which location in coastal East Greenland supports the North 493 

Atlantic Ocean as the main source region for sea salts, large-scale circulation to central 494 

Greenland is believed to be dominated by both westerly and meridional transport pathways 495 

(Kahl et al., 1997; Rhodes et al., 2017). As such, while GISP2 and RECAP sea salt records 496 

may share a common North Atlantic fingerprint, GISP2 sodium is also influenced by 497 

atmospheric transport from, and sea ice changes in, the Baffin Bay. Therefore, the sodium 498 

records at the two sites should be compared cautiously.  499 

O’Brien et al. (1995) associated the GISP2  sodium variability with the strength of the 500 

Icelandic Low and expansion of the polar vortex, facilitating the atmospheric circulation, 501 

emission and transport of marine species from the North Atlantic to the Greenland plateau 502 

(Fig. 2c). The authors related the period of high sodium circulations ~11 ka b2k to 503 

atmospheric circulation patterns associated with the Younger Dryas, and the following 504 

decrease with an atmospheric reorganization that led to less favorable meridional circulation 505 

during the early Holocene. Note that O’Brien et al. (1995) did not consider the Baffin Bay as 506 

a particularly relevant source region for sodium deposition at Summit, and the importance of 507 

sea ice sea salt was largely unexplored at the time. The RECAP sodium concentrations, 508 

despite the greater accumulation at this site, are higher than at GISP2 (Fig. 2c, Supp. Table), 509 

suggesting that at Renland, not unexpectedly, the influence of the North Atlantic Ocean 510 

results in a greater atmospheric loading of sodium, facilitated by a closer source region and 511 

reduced loss during transport compared to Summit. We propose that the minimum RECAP 512 

sodium values during the early Holocene can be interpreted to represent a small sea ice 513 

extent, associated with mostly ice-free waters during summer in the North Atlantic, and with 514 

a generally weak atmospheric transport of marine aerosols, while maximum Brenr values 515 

would indicate that sea ice surfaces were preferentially seasonal. This situation, with a 516 

reduced and seasonal sea ice extent in the North Atlantic during the early Holocene is also 517 

suggested from the high iodine concentration values (Fig. 2e) that have been attributed to 518 

enhanced emission of biogenic iodine from the open ocean and seasonal sea ice 519 

phytoplankton colonies (Corella et al., 2019).  520 

 521 

The comparison of both Na and Brenr series with modern values suggests that similar-to-522 

present sea ice conditions existed ca. 8-9 ka b2k (Fig. 2c,d). From ca. 8-9 ka b2k the Brenr and 523 

Na RECAP series show decreasing and increasing values respectively. We suggest that, 524 

following the early Holocene minimum, sea ice gradually increased in the North Atlantic. We 525 
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also suggest a shift towards multiyear sea ice conditions as inferred from decreasing Brenr 526 

values. We note that to explain the increasing MYSI conditions as interpreted from the Brenr 527 

decrease and the sodium increase, the assumption that sodium is not only emitted from 528 

seasonal sea ice but rather a mixture of first and multiyear sea ice must be invoked. The 529 

sodium (Brenr) series display a broad maximum ~5 ka b2k, during the mid-Holocene. A 530 

sodium maximum is also measured at GISP2 ~500 years after the RECAP one. We point out 531 

once again, however, that the GISP2 source region includes both West and East Greenland, 532 

therefore such maxima may not be related to one another.  533 

 534 

According to our interpretation of the RECAP sodium and Brenr records, we suggest that 535 

increasingly more favourable atmospheric circulation for transport of marine aerosols to the 536 

site and the increase of North Atlantic sea ice culminated in a maximum extent and multiyear 537 

sea ice conditions at ca. 5 ka b2k (Fig. 2). The interpretation of an advance of thicker/more 538 

extended perennial sea ice is consistent with an evident iodine concentration decrease from 539 

ca. 6 to 5.5 ka b2k (Fig. 2e, Corella et al. 2019). It is worth noting that while the Na and Brenr 540 

series show more gradual variations starting after ca. 10 ka b2k, the iodine drop at ca. 6 ka 541 

b2k is faster. This difference suggests a threshold in sea ice thickness, allowing light 542 

penetration through seasonal ice and iodine sea ice algae production up to 6 ka b2k, similar to 543 

modern Antarctic conditions (Saiz-Lopez and Blaszczak-Boxe, 2016).  544 

 545 

Despite the higher accumulation, the RECAP Holocene average sodium concentrations, 17±4 546 

ppb (Supp. Table), are similar to those found during the cold glacial stadials (17±6 ppb, 547 

Supp. Table). Based on general findings on Holocene-to-glacial accumulation ratios (about 4-548 

5 times higher during the Holocene), a calculation of the sodium fluxes would yield higher 549 

Holocene values. Although a precise estimate of the atmospheric sodium loading would be 550 

needed to draw any robust conclusion, we suggest that this has been higher during the 551 

Holocene than during the last glacial period. The opposite is found at Summit (Mayewski et 552 

al., 1994, 1997) and NEEM (Schüpbach et al., 2018), with about a factor ~5-7 higher sodium 553 

ice concentrations during the glacial than during the Holocene on the Greenland plateau 554 

(Supp. Table). The latter resulted in about 1.5 times higher emissions of sea-salt aerosols 555 

during the glacial period, as estimated at NEEM from sodium air concentration calculations 556 

by Schüpbach et al. (2018). Based on these considerations, we suggest that, while glacial 557 

enhancement of the atmospheric circulation to the Greenland ice sheet from the North 558 

Atlantic ocean probably affected all sites similarly, the increase in sea spray emissions from 559 

the North Atlantic ocean during the Holocene yielded greater sodium depositions at Renland 560 

compared to the sites over the Greenland plateau. These considerations bring evidence that, 561 

as climate transitioned from the glacial into the Holocene, at Renland the effect of an increase 562 

in sea spray emissions from an ice-free ocean was greater than any potential sea salt emission 563 

increase from sea ice surfaces that occurred during the glacial, when the more saline seasonal 564 

sea ice surfaces were probably located further away from the Greenland coasts by multi year 565 

sea ice.  566 

 567 

We now examine the marine sediment records, which show general evidence for extensive 568 

open ocean and therefore minimal sea ice in the North Atlantic Ocean, except for the 569 
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Northeast Greenland shelf, during a period that we broadly define as starting from the early 570 

Holocene and continuing through to approximately 6 to 5 ka b2k (Fig. 3). At the eastern 571 

border of the Fram Strait, the lowest PBIP25 values are found at 8 ka b2k (Fig. 3b). From 8 ka 572 

b2k, PBIP25 slowly and consistently increases through to 5 ka b2k, indicating steady sea ice 573 

increases. Similarly, off eastern North Greenland, core PS93/025 biomarkers suggest reduced 574 

but variable sea ice cover until ca. 9.3 ka b2k, followed by increased seasonal conditions 575 

(Fig. 3c, Syring et al., 2020a; Zehnich et al., 2020) that continued until 5.5 ka b2k. On the 576 

other hand, extensive seasonal sea ice cover is inferred on the inner Northeast Greenland 577 

continental shelf from ca. 10 to ca. 7.5 ka b2k (core PS100/270), with prolonged seasonal sea 578 

ice conditions in the late Early Holocene (Fig. 3c, Syring et al., 2020b), after which 579 

predominantly perennial sea ice cover was established. We note that the PS100/270 record is 580 

the only one where seasonal sea ice conditions are inferred and consistent with the high 581 

RECAP Brenr values during the Early Holocene (Fig. 3h). Further south near the East 582 

Greenland coast, a low-resolution PBIP25 record from shelf site PS2641-4 shows consistently 583 

low values (Fig. 3d), likely indicating less sea ice, or even ice-free conditions (Müller et al., 584 

2012), further supported by the low IRD counts in core PS1878 from the Greenland Sea (Fig. 585 

3e, Telesinski et al., 2014A). On the North Icelandic shelf, cores MD99-2272 (Xiao et al., 586 

2017) and MD99-2269 (Cabedo-Sanz et al., 2016) show minimal IP25 concentrations until ca. 587 

5.5 ka b2k (Fig. 3f). The inferred absence of sea ice off the north coast of Iceland is 588 

supported by contemporaneous low quartz fluxes to site MD99-2269 (Fig. 3f, Moros et al., 589 

2006). This striking image of an essentially ice-free northern North Atlantic, with possible 590 

sea ice only at the Fram Strait, is consistent with an IP25 record showing ice-free conditions at 591 

the Barents Sea gateway (Berben et al., 2014) and with a compilation of offshore and onshore 592 

sea ice proxy indicators from the Arctic Ocean basin and coast (Stranne et al., 2014), which 593 

suggest essentially ice-free conditions persisting from the early Holocene through to about 6 594 

ka b2k, particularly in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, Ellesmere Island and Northeast 595 

Greenland coast. 596 

 597 

The early Holocene minimum sea ice extent coincides with peak insolation to the high 598 

northern latitudes (Fig. 3a) and the peak of HCO temperatures as reconstructed from 599 

Greenland and Arctic ice cores (Cuffey and Clow, 1997; Gkinis et al., 2014; Lecavalier et al., 600 

2017). In the context of oceanographic changes, the advection of Atlantic Water into the 601 

Norwegian Sea reached a maximum between 11 and 9 ka b2k (Risebrobakken et al., 2011; 602 

Eldevik et al., 2014). This advection maximum was associated with warm subsurface 603 

temperatures, as seen by planktic foraminiferal assemblage data, and can be traced all along 604 

the Norwegian Sea and north into the Fram Strait (e.g. Consolaro et al., 2018; Risebrobakken 605 

et al., 2011; Werner et al., 2016, Fig. 4a and 4b). A contemporary maximum in abundance of 606 

thermophilic molluscs is seen around Svalbard, documenting significantly warmer 607 

temperatures than today (Mangerud and Svendsen, 2018, Fig. 4a). Depleted planktic oxygen 608 

isotopes document extensive freshwater influence (e.g. Consolaro et al., 2018; Risebrobakken 609 

et al., 2011), following the deglaciation of the Fennoscandian and Svalbard-Barents Sea ice 610 

sheets (Hughes et al., 2016). While the enhanced early Holocene advection of Atlantic Water 611 

can be seen in the Fram Strait, maximum temperatures in the subsurface central Greenland 612 

Sea first occurred at 8 ka (Telesinski et al., 2014, Fig 4c). At that time a limited sea ice cover 613 
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was already established, as inferred from a low content of IRD in the PS1878 core (Fig. 3e, 614 

Telesinski et al., 2014A). 615 

 616 

Between ca. 9 and 6 ka b2k, the warmest early Holocene summer mixed layer and surface air 617 

temperatures are seen in the Norwegian Sea and the Fram Strait (e.g. Eldevik et al., 2014; 618 

Fig. 4b), reflecting the high early Holocene northern hemisphere summer insolation (e.g. 619 

Birks and Koc, 2002; Moros et al., 2004; Jansen et al., 2008; Risebrobakken et al., 2011). 620 

Within this time interval, both Norwegian and Svalbard glaciers were smaller than today 621 

(Nesje, 2009; Solomina et al., 2015). The advection of Atlantic water was, however, reduced 622 

relative to the prior interval (Risebrobakken et al., 2011). 623 

Following the deglaciation, cold, fresh water prevailed at the southeast Greenland margin 624 

until ca. 9.5 ka b2k, suggested by combined planktic foraminiferal fauna and oxygen isotope 625 

records (Jennings et al., 2011). While the subsurface temperatures were highest from ca. 8 ka 626 

b2k (Jennings et al., 2011, Fig. 4c), the summer mixed layer temperatures were at a Holocene 627 

maximum between ca. 10.5 and 6 ka b2k (Andersen et al., 2004; Justwan and Koç, 2008). 628 

Greenland glaciers were smaller than today during the early Holocene (Solomina et al., 629 

2015), and the highest Holocene Greenland temperatures are reconstructed at NGRIP (Gkinis 630 

et al., 2014) and GISP2 (Cuffey and Clow, 1997).  631 

At the North Iceland shelf the summer mixed layer temperatures were at a Holocene 632 

maximum from ca. 10.5 to ca. 6 ka b2k, based on alkenones and diatoms (Fig. 4d, 633 

Kristjánsdóttir et al., 2017; Andersen et al., 2004; Jiang et al., 2015; Bendle and Rosell-Mele, 634 

2007). The North Iceland shelf subsurface temperatures were also higher than present during 635 

the early Holocene, as seen by the Mg/Ca values from, and reduced relative abundance of, the 636 

polar foraminifera species N. pachyderma (Fig. 4d, Kristjánsdóttir et al., 2017). However, a 637 

high content of C37:4 until 8 ka documents an enhanced influence of freshwater until 8 ka 638 

(Cabedo-Sanz et al., 2016). From terrestrial sites around Iceland there is also evidence for 639 

overall warmer conditions during the early Holocene (Geirsdottir et al., 2019). 640 

Hence, the Norwegian Sea, Fram Strait, Greenland Sea, Iceland Sea and surrounding land 641 

areas experienced overall warmer conditions during the early Holocene, in line with the 642 

above interpretation of a minimum sea ice extent in the RECAP source area prior to ca. 8-9 643 

ka b2k, from when the amount of sea ice gradually increased. 644 

 645 

4.2 From approximately 5.5 to 3.8 ka b2k 646 

Following the 25 ppb maximum at ca. 5 ka b2k, the RECAP sodium concentrations decrease 647 

substantially to a minimum of around 10 ppb at 3.8 ka b2k (Fig. 2c). During this period 648 

bromine only slightly increases (Fig. 2b), implying that the increasing Brenr trend is mostly 649 

driven by the sodium signal (Fig. 2d). GISP2 sodium reaches minimum values ca. 4.5 ka b2k 650 

(Fig. 2c). Similar to the early Holocene, we associate the sodium decrease in both cores with 651 

less favourable atmospheric transport of marine aerosols from the North Atlantic Ocean to 652 

the Greenland ice sheet and possibly to a reduction in sea ice extent. The combined RECAP 653 
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Na and Brenr series would suggest similar sea conditions at ca. 3.8 ka b2k to those found 654 

during the early Holocene: reduced extent and preferentially seasonal. Following the sudden 655 

iodine drop to ~0.01 ppb at ca. 6 ka (Fig. 2e), associated with an advance of thicker perennial 656 

sea ice (Corella et al. 2019), the iodine values are similar until ca. 4 ka b2k and a small 657 

increase to ~0.015 ppb from ca. 4 to 3.5 ka b2k. This suggests that overall limited iodine 658 

production persisted from ca. 5.5 to 4 ka b2k, followed by slightly enhanced production, 659 

possibly related to increased seasonal sea ice conditions, from ca. 4 to 3.5 ka b2k, although 660 

the iodine levels reached at this time are half of those found during the early Holocene.  661 

 662 

None of the marine sea ice records show a similar feature to the RECAP sodium marked 663 

decrease that culminated with the 3.8 ka b2k minimum. An enduring long-term sea ice 664 

growth  is indicated by IP25 from the Fram Strait (Fig. 3b, Müller et al., 2012; Müller and 665 

Stein, 2014; Werner et al., 2016), in parallel with a slightly IRD increase in the Greenland 666 

Sea site around 5.5-5 ka b2k (Fig. 3e, Telesinski et al., 2014). On the Northeast Greenland 667 

shelf, harsher sea ice conditions continue to characterize the middle to late Holocene (Fig. 668 

3c), with seasonal to extended sea ice conditions inferred from medium to high PIP values 669 

(Syring et al., 2020b). On the eastern North Greenland continental shelf, the PS93/025 record 670 

suggests that stable seasonal to marginal sea ice conditions characterized the last 5 ka (Fig. 671 

3c, Syring et al., 2020a; Zehnich et al., 2020). Further downstream at the North Iceland shelf, 672 

the first indications of sea ice expanse are evinced at two sites from increased IP25 673 

concentrations and concomitant increase in quartz (Fig. 3f, Cabedo-Sanz et al., 2016; Xiao et 674 

al., 2017; Moros et al., 2006). At the East Greenland margin the presence of harsh seasonal 675 

sea ice conditions with a nearly closed sea ice cover in winter and landfast ice is inferred 676 

during the mid Holocene from high PBIP25 values in the PS2641 core (Fig. 3d, Kolling et al., 677 

2017), in line with our interpretation of a maximum extent of MYSI at ca. 5 ka b2k based on 678 

the combined sea ice proxies from RECAP. The similarity between RECAP and the east 679 

Greenland margin site, and how these to some extent contrast the other marine sea ice 680 

records, would suggest a local sea ice source of the aerosols.  681 

 682 

Considering the regional climate development, gradual cooling took place over Norway and 683 

in the summer mixed layer of the Norwegian Sea after the warm early Holocene (e.g. Eldevik 684 

et al., 2014; Calvo et al., 2002; Fig. 4b), around Svalbard (Mangerud and Svendsen, 2018; 685 

Fig. 4a) and in the Fram Strait (Werner et al., 2016), documented by molluscs and 686 

dinoflagellates, respectively. In contrast, the northward advection of Atlantic water in the 687 

Norwegian Sea, associated with warmer subsurface temperatures, increased (Risebrobakken 688 

et al., 2011; Eldevik et al., 2014). However, both in the Fram Strait and in the central 689 

Greenland Sea, a subsurface cooling is seen ca. 5.5 to 4 ka b2k (Fig. 4a, 4c; Telesinski et al., 690 

2014; Werner et al., 2016). The Fram Strait and Greenland Sea cooling corroborated initial 691 

sea ice growth as indicated by IP25 (Müller et al., 2012). 692 

As in the Norwegian Sea and in the Fram Strait, a gradual cooling of the surface water is seen 693 

at the southeastern Greenland shelf (Andersen et al., 2004), however, the subsurface stayed 694 

warm until ca. 4 ka (Fig. 4c; Jennings et al., 2011). At the North Iceland shelf, most surface 695 

proxies (diatoms, alkenones and dinoflagellate cysts) and bottom water indicators (Mg/Ca of 696 
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benthic foraminifera) show warm conditions (Kristjansdóttir et al., 2017; Andersen et al., 697 

2004; Justwan and Koç, 2008; Solignac et al., 2006; Fig. 4d); however, this interval is still a 698 

continuing part of the long-term gradual cooling from the early Holocene (Kristjansdottir et 699 

al., 2017). From ca. 5.5 ka the first indication of renewed glacier growth in the interior 700 

highlands of Iceland is seen (Geirsdóttir et al., 2019), in line with the first indications of 701 

increased IP25 concentrations at the North Iceland shelf (Cabedo-Sanz et a., 2016) (Fig. 3f). 702 

Hence, despite warm ocean conditions, the combined winter precipitation/temperature and 703 

summer melt must have allowed for initial establishment of glaciers and sea ice. 704 

The marine sea ice and climate records suggest some inconsistencies between different 705 

regions within the RECAP source area. In the Fram Strait, cooling paralleled a gradual 706 

increase in IP25. A similar relationship between temperature and sea ice is seen at the North 707 

Iceland shelf. Hence, gradually more ice is seen as climate cools. At the east Greenland shelf, 708 

such an initial increase in IP25 is not seen (Fig 3d). However, based on multi-proxy evidence, 709 

the existence of seasonal sea ice and at times land fast sea ice is still argued (Kolling et al., 710 

2017). The differences seen between the Fram Strait, East Greenland shelf and North Iceland 711 

shelf are linked to the different oceanographic influences at the sites (Kolling et al., 2017). In 712 

the Fram Strait, the occurrence of sea ice is strongly influenced by the temperature of the 713 

Atlantic Water, and similarly, the occurrence of sea ice at the North Iceland shelf will be 714 

influenced by the conditions of the Irminger current. Since the EGC is constantly cold, it is 715 

not surprising that the East Greenland shelf responds differently. The interpretation of land 716 

fast ice at parts of the East Greenland shelf, in the proximity of the Renland ice core, would 717 

therefore support the interpretation of the maximum extent of MYSI around 5 ka b2k. The 718 

abrupt sea ice reduction suggested by the RECAP sodium minimum at 3.8 ka b2k, however, 719 

is not recorded in any of the marine sediment records.  720 

 721 

4.3 From approximately 3.8 to 1 ka b2k 722 

If considering GISP2 sodium as indicative of atmospheric circulation from both West 723 

Greenland and the North Atlantic, stable and similar conditions to the early Holocene are 724 

found from 4 to 1 ka b2k, with low sodium concentrations suggesting weaker transport to the 725 

Greenland ice sheet throughout this period (Fig. 2c). Unlike GISP2, the last 4,000 years 726 

display great variability in all RECAP records, both at millennial and centennial timescales, 727 

thanks also to the combined effect of high accumulation rate at this site and limited ice 728 

compression towards the surface. RECAP sodium concentrations from 4 to 1 ka b2k have 729 

been intermediate between the early and the mid Holocene (Fig. 2c). If interpreting Brenr as 730 

the type of sea ice, this marker also suggests intermediate seasonality conditions with respect 731 

to the early and the mid Holocene periods (Fig. 2d). On multi centennial timescales, similar 732 

sea ice minima are found at 3.8 and 2.1 ka b2k, both showing similar values of Na and Brenr. 733 

In between these two sea ice minima, the sodium record hints to a period of increased sea ice 734 

followed by a maximum ca. 3 ka b2k and a decline towards the 2.1 ka b2k minimum. During 735 

this period, Brenr suggests highly variable sea ice type conditions within time spans of a few 736 

centuries. Unlike sodium and Brenr, iodine concentrations show less variability around a 0.015 737 

ppb average (Fig. 2e) throughout the 4-1 ka b2k period.  738 
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From the 2.1 ka minimum to 1 ka b2k, RECAP sodium suggests an increase of sea ice that 739 

reached a maximum ca. 1,000 years ago with similar conditions as the mid-Holocene 740 

maximum. No increase appears in the  GISP2 sodium record. As inferred from both the 741 

sodium increase and Brenr decrease, we relate such changes at RECAP to an increase in 742 

multiyear sea ice.  743 

 744 

The Fram Strait and North Iceland shelf sediment records suggest a cooling and clear 745 

increase of sea ice from 4 ka b2k onwards (Fig. 3b,f). Such a sea ice increase is less evident 746 

in the East Greenland coast and central Greenland Sea (Fig. 3d,e). Where seasonal sea ice 747 

was already observed between 6 and 4 ka b2k, this sea ice signal becomes stronger and 748 

implies extensive seasonal sea ice. In some records, greater variability is observed, perhaps 749 

due to episodic drift or export excursions. In the Fram Strait, both sediment cores MSM5-5-750 

723 and -712 show an increase in PBIP25 through the period 4-1 ka b2k, with a peak in both 751 

records about 1.5 ka b2k (Fig. 3b). On the inner Northeast Greenland continental shelf, near 752 

perennial sea ice conditions endured (Fig. 3c, Syring et al., 2020b), while seasonal to 753 

marginal sea ice conditions are reported off eastern North Greenland (Syring et al., 2020a). 754 

On the North Icelandic Shelf, increased concentrations of IP25 and quartz are observed, 755 

indicating persistent seasonal sea ice presence and possible maxima at 2.5 and 1.3 ka b2k 756 

(Fig. 3f).  757 

 758 

Along the East Greenland shelf, there are inconsistencies among the available sea ice proxies.  759 

The low resolution PS2641-4 core shows rather stable sea ice conditions through the period 760 

4-1 ka b2k (Fig. 3d, Müller et al., 2012), while a higher resolved record from the same site 761 

shows more extended sea ice concentrations from ca 5.2 to 3.2 ka b2k, followed by a phase of 762 

reduced sea ice until ca. 1.3 ka b2k (Fig. 3d, Kolling et al., 2017). 763 

 764 

Sea ice modifications along the East Greenland coast (Fig. 3d) appear different from the 765 

generally increasing sea ice development reported in the Fram Strait and North Iceland shelf 766 

records. Such discrepancies may be related to the occurrence of landfast ice in the local fjords 767 

(Kolling et al., 2017). The overall picture of developing sea ice conditions across the Nordic 768 

Seas is supported by similar indications across the Barents Sea (Berben et al., 2017) and 769 

Arctic Ocean. From 3 to 2 ka b2k, indications of more persistent sea ice conditions are also 770 

reported for the Canadian Archipelago and northeast Greenland coast (Polyak et al., 2010; 771 

Stranne et al., 2014). 772 

 773 

From ca. 4 ka b2k, the subsurface water temperature of the Norwegian Sea increased 774 

(Risebrobakken et al., 2011), associated with a stronger northward heat advection (Eldevik et 775 

al., 2014). The summer mixed layer temperatures continued to decrease and reached the 776 

coldest Holocene values during the last ca. 3-2.5 ka. Surface air temperatures over Norway 777 

decreased continuously since the early Holocene and Norwegian glaciers started to grow 778 

again between ca. 5 and 3 ka b2k (Eldevik et al., 2014; Nesje, 2009). Glaciers at Spitsbergen 779 

also increased in size (Solomina et al., 2015). Ocean temperatures around Spitsbergen 780 

reached a Holocene minimum ca. 3.5 to 1 ka (Mangerud and Svendsen, 2018; Fig. 4a), in line 781 

with the cold subsurface temperatures recorded in the Fram Strait (Werner et al., 2016; Fig. 782 
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4a) and weaker warm recirculating Atlantic water advection on the inner Northeast Greenland 783 

continental shelf (Syring et al., 2020b) throughout the Late Holocene. Also, the Greenland 784 

Sea subsurface water masses reached their Holocene minimum temperatures and stayed cold 785 

until ca. 2-1.5 ka b2k (Telesinski et al., 2015). 786 

At the southeast Greenland shelf, the coldest Holocene subsurface temperatures are seen from 787 

ca. 3 ka b2k (Jennings et al., 2011; Fig. 4c). The glaciers at Greenland stayed smaller 788 

compared to those of today (Solomina et al., 2015). Temperatures at Renland continued to 789 

gradually decrease (Vinther et al., 2009), while temperatures at NGRIP dropped at 4 ka b2k 790 

and stayed cold until ca 0.6 ka b2k (Gkinis et al., 2014). At the North Iceland shelf, 791 

temperatures reached a Holocene minimum between 4 and 3 ka b2k throughout the water 792 

column (Kristjansdottir et al., 2017; Fig. 4d), and Iceland glaciers grew further under overall 793 

cold conditions (Geirsdottir et al., 2019). 794 

Hence, most of the Nordic Seas and surrounding areas experienced cold conditions between 4 795 

and 1 ka b2k, also reflected by the increase in IP25 both in the Fram Strait and at the North 796 

Iceland shelf. In contrast, it is argued for land fast ice at the east Greenland shelf until ca. 3.2 797 

ka b2k, from when less harsh seasonal sea ice conditions established and lasted until ca. 1.3 798 

ka b2k (Fig. 3d, Kolling et al., 2017). The east Greenland record (Fig. 3d) therefore appears 799 

to more closely support the RECAP Na and Brenr interpretations (Fig. 3g,h) of a more 800 

variable sea ice development during the late Holocene and a sea ice reduction associated with 801 

increasing FYSI conditions ca. 2.1 ka b2k. The available sea ice records overall suggest that, 802 

locally along the east Greenland margin the sea ice history has been different than in the 803 

Fram Strait and North of Iceland.  804 

4.4 The last 1 ka b2k 805 

The increasing RECAP Na trend that started ca. 2.1 ka b2k culminated in a maximum ca. 900 806 

years ago (Fig. 2c). The following centuries are characterized by generally high and 807 

decreasing sodium concentrations, ~20 ppb, and by concomitant increasing Brenr values (Fig. 808 

2d). The combined information would therefore indicate a sea ice maximum ca. 0.9 ka b2k, 809 

generally wide but slightly declining sea ice cover towards present, associated with 810 

increasingly FYSI conditions. A significant event of sodium decrease and concurrent Brenr 811 

increase is seen ca. 0.7 ka b2k, possibly related to the warm Medieval Climate Anomaly 812 

(MCA) period.  813 

 814 

The RECAP iodine concentrations increase by 50% during the last 8 centuries, reaching 815 

mean values of 0.02 ppb (Fig. 2e). Such an increase has been associated with an increase of 816 

organic and inorganic iodine emissions from both open ocean and thinner sea ice (Corella et 817 

al., 2019), thus consistent with the above interpretation of a sea ice decline and increasing 818 

FYSI. The GISP2 record shows a significant increase in sodium concentrations ca. 610 years 819 

b2k and stable concentrations ever since (Fig. 2c). Such an increase was associated with a 820 

strengthened atmospheric circulation to the site during the Little Ice Age (O’Brien et al., 821 

1995).  822 

 823 
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The marine sediment proxy records indicate generally increasing, but also highly variable, 824 

sea ice extent over the last millennium. The Eastern Fram Strait PBIP25 records show a strong 825 

increase and maximum Holocene values (Fig. 3b). The MSM5/5-723-3 exhibits a dip in the 826 

early part of the millennium – plausibly reflecting the MCA, followed by an increase during 827 

the LIA (Müller et al., 2012). The PBIP25 record from MSM5/5-712-2 has its Holocene peak 828 

value early in the millennium. A sharp decrease is seen ca. 0.5 ka, suggesting decreased sea 829 

ice influence. However, the PBIP25 and IRD records from the nearby site MSM5/5-723-2 (Fig. 830 

3b) show that significant amounts of sea ice were still present in the Fram Strait (Müller et 831 

al., 2012; Werner et al., 2016). The PS93/025 record off eastern North Greenland (Fig. 3c) 832 

suggests stable seasonal sea ice conditions (Syring et al., 2020a). Evidence of extended sea 833 

ice is reported in the Barents Sea during the last millennium (Berben et al., 2014, 2017). 834 

 835 

The Northeast Greenland shelf PBIP25 record from PS2641 shows signals of increasing sea ice 836 

over the last millennium (Fig. 3d). The low-resolution record has its highest recorded value 837 

ca. 0.7 ka b2k (Fig. 3d, Müller et al., 2012), while the high-resolution record exhibits a 838 

significant increase ca.0.8 ka b2k with high variability but generally high values in 839 

subsequent centuries (Fig. 3d, Kolling et al., 2017). Such an increase is also clearly evident in 840 

foraminifera from PS2641 indicative of sea ice (Perner et al., 2015, not shown). 841 

 842 

The North Iceland shelf records from core MD99-2269 indicate the existence of a wide sea 843 

ice cover over the past millennium (Fig. 3f). The quartz percentage is generally higher during 844 

the last millennium (Moros et al., 2006; Fig. 3f) and the IP25 values reach their Holocene 845 

maximum (Cabeno-Sanz et al., 2016; Fig. 3f). The marked increase in IP25 from ca. 0.7 ka 846 

until the 20th century is consistent with an earlier IP25 study (Massé et al., 2008, not shown) 847 

from another core from the North Iceland shelf. Both IP25 records also record relatively low 848 

values in the early part of the last millennium, suggesting reduced sea ice at this time. 849 

 850 

The Renland Na (Brenr) interpretations (Fig. 3g,h) are reasonably consistent with the marine 851 

records with generally higher (lower) values indicating generally extended sea ice and high 852 

variability possibly related to the centennial variability recorded  in the sediment  sea ice 853 

records. One notable example is the abrupt drop in Na concentrations and concomitant peak 854 

in Brenr values around 0.7 ka, suggesting a period of reduced and seasonal sea ice following 855 

the MCA; this century-scale excursion is similar to the “Great Sea Ice Anomaly” recently 856 

identified (Miles et al., 2020) in multiple marine sediment records from Fram Strait, northeast 857 

and southeast Greenland shelf and the North Iceland shelf, including the IRD records shown 858 

here in Figures 3b,d,e.  859 

 860 

From an ocean perspective, over the last 1 ka, summer mixed layer temperatures of the 861 

eastern Nordic Seas stayed cold, and cooling took place in the subsurface. The Fram Strait 862 

also stayed cold until the last ca. 100 years when a strong temperature increase is seen 863 

(Werner et al., 2016; Spielhagen et al., 2011). The water around Spitsbergen has been as of 864 

today or warmer (Mangerud and Svendsen, 2018; Fig 4a). In the Greenland Sea, increased 865 

abundance of Turborotalita quinqueloba has been used to infer a warming (Telesinski et al., 866 

2015). On the east and southeast Greenland shelf, climate has varied (Kolling et al., 2017; 867 
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Jennings et al., 2011), in association with the dark ages cold period, the MCA and LIA. 868 

Furthermore, the Greenland glaciers grew over the last 1 ka (Solomina et al., 2015), when the 869 

Renland temperature record shows the coldest Holocene conditions (Vinther et al., 2009). A 870 

warming is, however, seen at NGRIP over the last ca. 600 years (Gkinis et al., 2014). Near 871 

Iceland it remained cold and the shelf bottom water cooled over the last 1 ka, however, the 872 

summer mixed layer temperatures experienced a warming relative to the preceding cold 873 

interval (Kristjansdottir et al., 2017; Geirsdottir et al., 2019). 874 

 875 

As noted above, the highest Holocene IP25 and PIP25 values are seen at the east Greenland 876 

shelf (Fig. 3d), in the Fram Strait (Fig. 3b) and north of Iceland (Fig. 3f) within the last 1 ka 877 

(Müller et al., 2012; Kolling et al., 2017; Cabedo-Sanz et al., 2016). The Na and Brenr records 878 

from Renland mostly show higher and lower values than today respectively (Fig. 3g,h), 879 

suggesting overall more extensive sea ice and  MYSI conditions during the last millennium.  880 

 881 

 882 
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 883 

 884 

Figure 2. RECAP Holocene ice core records of  δ18O, Br, nssBr, Na, Brenr and I.  885 

a. RECAP δ18O (black) and daily mean 65 °N summer solstice insolation (red, Laskar et al., 886 

2004). b. RECAP total bromine (red) and non-sea-salt bromine (black). c. RECAP sodium 887 

(black) and GISP2 sodium (blue, smoothed using a 100-yr gaussian kernel as in O’Brien et 888 

al., (1995)). The timing of the suggested maximum and minimum sea ice conditions 889 

mentioned in the text are indicated respectively with blue (5.5 and 0.9 ka b2k) and red arrows 890 

(3.8, 2.1 and 0.7 ka b2k). d. RECAP bromine enrichment. e. RECAP iodine (Corella et al., 891 

2019).  892 

The RECAP raw series in panels b,c,d,e are shown with light colors. The solid lines are low-893 

pass gaussian kernel filters. FYSI = first year sea ice; MYSI= multi year sea ice; OW=open 894 

water.  895 

 896 

 897 

 898 

 899 
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 900 

Figure 3. Sea ice proxy records extracted from RECAP and from marine sediment cores 901 

in the North Atlantic Ocean. See Figure 1 for the core sites.  902 

a. RECAP δ18O (black) and daily mean 65 °N summer solstice insolation (red, Laskar et al., 903 

2004). 904 

b. PBIP25 records from MSM5-5-712-2 (grey, left axis, combined from Müller et al., 2012 905 

and Müller and Stein, 2014) and MSM5-5-723-2 (black, left axis, Werner et al., 2016). IRD 906 

record (150-200 µm range) from MSM5-5-723-2 (blue, right axis, Werner et al., 2016) .  907 

c. Records from PS93/025 (blue, Syring et al., 2020a) and PS100/270 (red, Syring et al., 908 

2020b). Light and dark series correspond to PBIP25 and PDIP25 respectively. 909 

d. PBIP25 from PS2641-4 (grey, Müller et al., 2012). PBIP25 from PS2641 (black, smoothed 910 

using a gaussian kernel, Kolling et al., 2017) 911 

e. IRD from PS1878 (Telesinski et al., 2014A).  912 

f. MD99-2269 IP25 (grey, left axis, Cabedo-Sanz et al., 2016) and Quartz %  (blue, right axis, 913 

Moros et al., 2006). MD99-2272 IP25 (black, left axis, Xiao et al., 2017). Note that the MD99-914 

2272 IP25 concentrations are zero before ca. 7 ka b2k.  915 

g. RECAP sodium (black) and GISP2 sodium (blue, smoothed using a 100-yr gaussian kernel 916 

as in O’Brien et al., (1995)). The timing of the suggested maximum and minimum sea ice 917 

conditions mentioned in the text are indicated respectively with blue (5.5 and 0.9 ka b2k) and 918 

red arrows (3.8, 2.1 and 0.7 ka b2k). 919 

h. RECAP bromine enrichment. i. RECAP iodine (Corella et al., 2019).  920 

The RECAP raw series in panels g,h,i are shown with light colors. The solid lines are low-921 
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pass gaussian kernel filters. FYSI = first year sea ice; MYSI= multi year sea ice; OW=open 922 

water.  923 

 924 

 925 

Figure 4. Climate proxy records from marine sediment cores in the North Atlantic 926 

Ocean. See Figure 1 for the core sites. The marine datasets presented are examples, not a full 927 

representation, of the datasets and studies discussed throughout the text. 928 

a. MSM5-5-712-2 (yellow, left axis) and MSM5-5-723-2 (red, left axis) SST100m 929 

reconstructed from planktic foraminifera and the Husum and Hald (2012) transfer function 930 

(Werner et al., 2016 and references therein). West Svalbard August SST (black, right axis) 931 

estimated from the occurrence of molluscs (Mangerud and Svendsen, 2018).  932 

b. MD99-2284 (black) and MD95-2011 (red) subsurface SST (SubT, ca. 100 m) based on 933 

planktic foraminifera and a Maximum Likelihood transfer function method (Risebrobakken et 934 

al, 2011). MD95-2011 SST based on alkenone (blue, Calvo et al., 2002).  935 

c. PS1878 SST100m based on planktic foraminifera and the Husum and Hald (2012) transfer 936 

function (Telesinski et al., 2014A). MD99-2322 upper 200m-integrated temperature based on 937 

planktic foraminifera (red, Jennings et al., 2011).  938 

d. MD99-2269 SST based on alkenone (black) and SubT based on Mg/Ca ratios in 939 

Neogloboquadrina pachyderma (sin) (red, Kristjánsdóttir et al., 2017).  940 
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e. RECAP sodium (black) and GISP2 sodium (blue, smoothed using a 100-yr gaussian kernel 941 

as in O’Brien et al., (1995)). The timing of the suggested maximum and minimum sea ice 942 

conditions mentioned in the text are indicated respectively with blue (5.5 and 0.9 ka b2k) and 943 

red arrows (3.8, 2.1 and 0.7 ka b2k). 944 

f. RECAP bromine enrichment. g. RECAP iodine (Corella et al., 2019).  945 

The RECAP raw series in panels e,f,g are shown with light colors. The solid lines are low-946 

pass gaussian kernel filters. FYSI = first year sea ice; MYSI= multi year sea ice; OW=open 947 

water. SubT=sea subsurface temperature; SST100m=sea subsurface temperature at 100 m 948 

water depth; SST=sea surface temperature. 949 

 950 

5. Summary and conclusions 951 

The reconstruction of past sea ice conditions using ice core records is still one of the most 952 

intriguing challenges in ice core science. Despite increasing efforts by the ice core 953 

community in recent years, uncertainties still exist. In this work we used the sodium, bromine 954 

and iodine records in the RECAP core to test their skills as proxies of sea ice in the northern 955 

North Atlantic Ocean region and compared them with sea ice and climate records from 956 

marine sediment cores. We suggest that RECAP sodium is preferentially sourced from sea ice 957 

and modulated by atmospheric transport to the Greenland ice sheet. We base the 958 

interpretation of Brenr as a marker of first-year sea ice on studies linking bromine explosions 959 

to atmospheric bromine species, although we acknowledge that a robust quantitative link has 960 

yet to be found. Iodine records are proven to be helpful for the interpretation of sodium and 961 

bromine records and we strongly recommend this marker to be measured in future ice core 962 

analysis campaigns. Overall we find some degree of agreement between ice core and marine 963 

sediment core records and summarize the following conclusions on the evolution of North 964 

Atlantic sea ice during the Holocene: 965 

- In the early Holocene lowest extent of sea ice was found in the Fram Strait, the East 966 

Greenland shelf and north of Iceland, likely driven by maximum influx of warm 967 

Atlantic waters. Na and Brenr levels suggest that the sea ice cover was reduced and 968 

mostly seasonal in nature, possibly also formed in the Arctic Ocean basin and 969 

exported to lower latitudes.  970 

- From ca. 8-9 ka b2k a gradual increase in sea ice is observed in the northern North 971 

Atlantic. A sea ice maximum is suggested from the RECAP records and at the east 972 

Greenland shelf ca. 5 ka b2k, contrasting the continued gradual increase seen in the 973 

Fram Strait and at the Icelandic shelf. This spatial difference could suggest a local 974 

east Greenland shelf source of marine aerosols to RECAP at this time. However, from 975 

5 to 3.8 ka b2k the RECAP proxies suggest a rapid sea ice reduction that is not 976 

evidenced by any of the marine sediment records. 977 

- In the late Holocene continuous cooling took place in parallel with an increased sea 978 

ice extent in the Fram Strait and over the North Icelandic shelf. At the East Greenland 979 

shelf great variability with generally intermediate sea ice conditions between early 980 

Holocene minimum and mid Holocene maximum is suggested from the RECAP 981 

records.  982 
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- The maximum sea ice conditions are inferred during the last 1000 years, with 983 

evidence of sea ice reduction and more seasonal conditions following the warm 984 

Medieval Climate Anomaly ca. 0.7 ka b2k.  985 

 986 
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Appendix A 1482 

 1483 

Table A.1. Radiocarbon dates, ash horizons and calibrated ages used to create the updated age models. We have 1484 

updated the age models for MD99-2269 (Stoner et al., 2007), MSM5/5-712-2 (Müller et al., 2012) and MSM5/5-723-2 1485 

(Müller et al., 2012) using the Marine13 calibration dataset and Calib 7.1. Ages are based on linear interpolation 1486 

between dated tie points. The core top age was set to the year of coring. For MD99-2269 the age model follows Tabel 1487 

3 in Stoner et al. (2007), presenting a combined age model for MD99-2269 and MD99-2322, where the two cores are 1488 

set at a common depth scale(*) based on the extensive radiocarbon dating of both cores and a further correlation of 1489 

paleomagnetic secular variations. For site PS2641 we use the age model as published by Perner et al., 2015(^). We 1490 

have updated the age model for the PS2641 dataset published by Mûller et al., 2012 to the age model from Perner et 1491 

al., 2015. The oldest dates from Muller et al., 2012, not included by Perner et al, 2015 due to a shorter focus interval, 1492 

have been updated following the same choices as for the other updated age models(^^).  ∆R=0±0 for all 14C AMS based 1493 

chronologies. The age model for MD99-2272 is used as published in Xiao et al., 2017, solely based on identified tephra horizons. All age 1494 

models for all records shown are presented as years before 2000 (b2k). 1495 

 1496 

 1497 

Identification Core Sample 
depth 
(cm) 

Dated material 14C date ∆R Calibrated 
age range 

±1σ 

Rel. 
prob 

Calendar 
age BP 

1950 (med. 
prob.) 

Age information 
reference 

AA38584 MD99-2269 1* Bathyarca 
glacialis 

72±37 0±0 Bomb   Stoner et al., 2007 

C5734 MD99-2322 42* Astarte sp. 675±30 0±0 277-360 1.000 323 Stoner et al., 2007 
CURL-5732 MD99-2269 42.5* Arca glacialis 680±30 0±0 281-364 1.000 328 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA40050 MD99-2322 45* Colus turgidulus 693±38 0±0 290-385 1.000 344 Stoner et al., 2007 
CURL-5733 MD99-2269 131* Macoma sp. 1010±30 0±0 556-624 1.000 590 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA54589 MD99-2269 161* Cf. Macoma 

balthica 
1124±41 0±0 644-711 1.000 679 Stoner et al., 2007 

AA38585 MD99-2269 177.5* Bathyarca 
glacialis 

1226±25 0±0 718-795 1.000 763 Stoner et al., 2007 

AA49380 MD99-2322 188* Mixed forams 1267±44 0±0 762-876 1.000 813 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA54593 MD99-2269 246* Mix. benthic 

forams. 
1535±47 0±0 1039-1163 1.000 1093 Stoner et al., 2007 

AA49381 MD99-2322 250* Bivalve 1627±46 0±0 1150-1252 1.000 1193 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA47785 MD99-2269 266* Macoma sp. 1693±42 0±0 1213-1292 1.000 1251 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA57895 MD99-2269 351* Cf. Yoldia 

glacialis 
1978±35 0±0 1494-1592 1.000 1537 Stoner et al., 2007 

AA54590 MD99-2269 412* Cf. Macoma 
balthica 

2396±47 0±0 1966-2098 1.000 2028 Stoner et al., 2007 

AA38586 MD99-2269 456* Yoldia cf. myalis 2578±48 0±0 2187-2314 1.000 2248 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA57896 MD99-2269 563* Yoldia sp. 3017±39 0±0 2741-2823 1.000 2786 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA54592 MD99-2269 621* Mix. Benthic 

forams 
3375±80 0±0 3139-3343 1.000 3232 Stoner et al., 2007 

AA49382 MD99-2322 633* Bivalve 3451±39 0±0 3267-3377 1.000 3328 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA57897b MD99-2269 707.5* Arca glacialis 3840±33 0±0 3730-3844 1.000 3793 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA57898 MD99-2269 815* Yoldia sp. 3949±39 0±0 3866-3992 1.000 3939 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA54591 MD99-2269 937.5* Cf. Nucula 4340±46 0±0 4407-4527 1.000 4474 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA35175 MD99-2269 974* Unid. gastropod 4505±50 0±0 4638-4793 1.000 4703 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA40051 MD99-2322 1075* Scaphopod 4899±53 0±0 5129-5298 1.000 5214 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA47786 MD99-2269 1162* Yoldia cf. 

Lenticula 
5296±53 0±0 5592-5704 1.000 5656 Stoner et al., 2007 

AA57899 MD99-2269 1268* Yoldia sp. 5826±51 0±0 6192-6289 1.000 6245 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA40052 MD99-2322 1308* Shell fragments 6115±65 0±0 6467-6626 1.000 6544 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA61217 MD99-2269 1398* Mix. benthic 

forams 
6833±81 0±0 7274-7419 1.000 7350 Stoner et al., 2007 

AA38587 MD99-2269 1519.5* Yoldia cf. 
Glacialis 

7749±62 0±0 8158-8297 1.000 8221 Stoner et al., 2007 

AA40053 MD99-2322 1564* Nuculana buccata 8000±300 0±0 8168-8870 1.000 8519 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA51435 MD99-2269 1568* Macoma balthica 8084±57 0±0 8456-8603 1.000 8542 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA611220 MD99-2269 1708* N. labradorica 8572±78 0±0 9100-9325 1.000 9215 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA40044 MD99-2322 1710* Nuculana pernula 8609±67 0±0 9183-9381 1.000 9266 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA57900a MD99-2269 1718* Unid. molluscs 8590±43 0±0 9159-9315 1.000 9245 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA43351 MD99-2322 1775* Nuculana pergula 8877±62 0±0 9463-9588 1.000 9530 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA43352 MD99-2322 1806* Bathyarca 

glacialis 
8999±61 0±0 9548-9744 1.000 9671 Stoner et al., 2007 

AA43353 MD99-2322 1860* Nuculana buccata 9108±65 0±0 9696-9956 
9984-9991 

0.985 
0.015 

9848 Stoner et al., 2007 

AA35176 MD99-2269 1980.5* Unid. Mollusc 9265±70 0±0 9964-9976 
9996-10185 

0.044 
0.956 

10075 Stoner et al., 2007 

AA54594 MD99-2269 2068* Mix. benthic 9477±88 0±0 10220-10429 1.000 10337 Stoner et al., 2007 



 
39 

forams 
AA43354 MD99-2322 2085* Nuculana buccata 9514±81 0±0 10259-10468 1.000 10372 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA43355 MD99-2322 2154* Nuculana buccata 9747±76 0±0 10550-10746 1.000 10655 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA43356 MD99-2322 2198* Nuculana buccata 9803±64 0±0 10614-10813 1.000 10724 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA43357 MD99-2322 2269* Nuculana buccata 10034±69 0±0 10937-11137 1.000 11026 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA43358 MD99-2322 2399* Nuculana pernula 10293±77 0±0 11172-11424 1.000 11317 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA43359 MD99-2322 2503* Benthic forams 10442±82 0±0 11360-11743 1.000 11571 Stoner et al., 2007 
AA61216 MD99-2322 2542* Benthic forams 10480±11

0 
0±0 11385-11852 1.000 11642 Stoner et al., 2007 

LuS 9121 PS2641-4 
LBC 

5.5 Mix. benthic 
forams 

125±120 0±0 Na   Perner et al., 2015 

LuS 8472 PS2641-4 
LBC 

19.5 Mix. benthic 
forams 

635±110 0±0 228-388^   Perner et al., 2015 

LuS 9123 PS2641-4 
LBC 

29 Mix. benthic 
forams 

820±80 0±0 372-517^   Perner et al., 2015 

LuS 8473 PS2641-4 
LBC 

39 Mix. benthic 
forams 

1295±60 0±0 776-905^   Perner et al., 2015 

LuS 9507 PS2641-4 
LBC 

43.5 Mix. benthic 
forams 

1430±300 0±0 695-1262^   Perner et al., 2015 

LuS 8471 PS2641-4 
GC 

20 Mix. benthic 
forams 

995±60 0±0 534-627^   Müller et al., 2012 

LuS 9500 PS2641-4 
GC 

43 Mix. benthic 
forams 

1240±90 0±0 704-879^   Müller et al., 2012 

LuS 8469 PS2641-4 
GC 

58 Mix. benthic 
forams 

1645±60 0±0 1153-1272^   Müller et al., 2012 

ETH 569040 PS2641-4 
GC 

63 Mix. benthic 
forams 

1710±82 0±0 1177-1338^   Perner et al., 2015 

ETH 55110 PS2641-4 
GC 

88.5 Mix. benthic 
forams 

1729±63 0±0 1224-1343^   Perner et al., 2015 

LuS 9124 PS2641-4 
GC 

90.5 Mix. benthic 

forams 
1705±110 0±0 1144-1373^   Müller et al., 2012 

ETH 56197 PS2641-4 
GC 

104.5 Mix. benthic 
forams 

2139±66 0±0 1639-1811^   Perner et al., 2015 

ETH 55111 PS2641-4 
GC 

114 Mix. benthic 
forams 

2597±51 0±0 2200-2334^   Perner et al., 2015 

LuS 9125 PS2641-4 
GC 

128 Mix. benthic 
forams 

2835±100 0±0 2459-2712^   Müller et al., 2012 

ETH 55112 PS2641-4 
GC 

151 Mix. benthic 
forams 

3201±66 0±0 2911-3105^   Perner et al., 2015 

ETH 56942 PS2641-4 
GC 

164 Mix. benthic 
forams 

3313±81 0±0 3038-3268^   Perner et al., 2015 

ETH 56943 PS2641-4 
GC 

175 Mix. benthic 
forams 

3800±84 0±0 3630-3850^   Perner et al., 2015 

LuS 9502 PS2641-4 
GC 

181.5 Mix. benthic 
forams 

3775±150 0±0 3524-3909^   Müller et al., 2012 

ETH 56944 PS2641-4 
GC 

198 Mix. benthic 
forams 

4585±77 0±0 4677-4894^   Perner et al., 2015 

LuS 8468 PS2641-4 
GC 

230 Mix. benthic 
forams 

4625±60 0±0 4790-4936^   Müller et al., 2012 

ETH 56200 PS2641-4 
GC 

252 Mix. benthic 
forams 

4929±78 0±0 5125-5355^    

LuS 8470 PS2641-4 
GC 

261.5 Mix. benthic 
forams 

5400±60 0±0 5706-5858^   Müller et al., 2012 

ETH 58417 PS2641-4 
GC 

271.5 Mollusc 5088±62 0±0 5387-5544^   Perner et al., 2015 

Poz-40657 PS2641-4 
GC 

287.0 Mix. benthic 
forams 

5290±140 0±0 5532-5843^   Perner et al., 2015 

ETH 58418 PS2641-4 
GC 

297.5 Mollusc 5628±140 0±0 5944-6101^   Perner et al., 2015 

AAR-2422 PS2641-4 
GC 

375 Bathyarca 
glacialis 

6980±130 0±0 7364-7593^^ 1.000 7477 Evans et al., 2002 

AAR-2688 PS2641-4 
GC 

413 Bathyarca 
glacialis 

7600±70 0±0 7987-8138^^ 1.000 8061 Evans et al., 2002 

LuS 8467 PS2641-4 
GC 

461.5 Mix. benthic 
forams 

8415±80 0±0 8898-9141^^ 1.000 9018 Müller et al., 2012 

KIA 45217 MSM5/5-
712-2 

11 NPS 815±25 0±0 436-484 1.000 459 Müller et al., 2012 

KIA 41024 MSM5/5-
712-2 

21 NPS 1570±25 0±0 1087-1172 1.000 1133 Müller et al., 2012 

KIA 45218 MSM5/5-
712-2 

28 NPS 1985±25 0±0 1511-1584 1.000 1546 Müller et al., 2012 

KIA 45219 MSM5/5-
712-2 

41 NPS 2565±25 0±0 2199-2297 1.000 2241 Müller et al., 2012 

SacA 19113 MSM5/5-
712-2 

60.5 NPS 3365±30 0±0 3174-3274 
3281-3292 

0.929 
0.071 

3230 Müller et al., 2012 



 
40 

SacA 19114 MSM5/5-
712-2 

94.5 NPS 4915±30 0±0 5221-5300 1.000 5256 Müller et al., 2012 

SacA 19115 MSM5/5-
712-2 

139 NPS 6440±30 0±0 6879-6972 1.000 6926 Müller et al., 2012 

KIA 38080 MSM5/5-
712-2 

169 NPS 7305±35 0±0 7716-7815 1.000 7765 Müller et al., 2012 

KIA 41025 MSM5/5-
712-2 

192 NPS 7815±45 0±0 8228-8339 1.000 8283 Müller et al., 2012 

KIA 38738 MSM5/5-
723-2 

11.5 NPS 675±25 0±0 278-338 
342-358 

0.859 
0.141 

319 Müller et al., 2012 

KIA 38700 MSM5/5-
723-2 

51.5 NPS 2125±25 0±0 1672-1769 1.000 1712 Müller et al., 2012 

KIA 43851 MSM5/5-
723-2 

102.5 NPS 3820±30 0±0 3717-3820 1.000 3769 Müller et al., 2012 

KIA 38739 MSM5/5-
723-2 

131.5 NPS 4950±35 0±0 52-39 
5344-5346 
5379-5381 

0.992 
0.004 
0.004 

5294 Müller et al., 2012 

KIA 43853 MSM5/5-
723-2 

181 NPS 6120±40 0±0 6500-6601 1.000 6550 Müller et al., 2012 

KIA 38740 MSM5/5-
723-2 

231.5 NPS 7290±40 0±0 7693-7796 1.000 7750 Müller et al., 2012 

          
Top depth Core Base depth Base boundary, 

tephra marker 
Base age 
(cal y BP) 

    Xiao et al., 2017 

0 MD99-2272 14 V1717 62     Xiao et al., 2017 
14 MD99-2272 46.5 V1477 135     Xiao et al., 2017 

46.5 MD99-2272 253.5 Hekla 3 82     Xiao et al., 2017 
253.5 MD99-2272 355.5 Hekla 4 84     Xiao et al., 2017 
355.5 MD99-2272 487.5 Hekla-DH 54     Xiao et al., 2017 
487.5 MD99-2272 527.5 Hekla 5 100     Xiao et al., 2017 
527.5 MD99-2272 776.5 Saksurnavatn ash 77     Knudsen et al., 

2002 
776.5 MD99-2272 1221.5 Vedde Ash 244     Knudsen et al., 

2002 
1221.5 MD99-2272 1696.5 Borrobol 195     Xiao et al., 2017 
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